ONE2MANY EXTENDS OPERATIONS INTO NORTHAMERICA AND APAC
Cell Broadcast company opens strategic hubs in Toronto and Kuala Lumpur
date, 2011
one2many, the world’s leading Cell Broadcast company, has announced the opening of two
new offices to help sustain its continued growth in North America and Asia. The offices,
located in Toronto and Kuala Lumpur will help the company support existing clients and
support partners to develop in these key strategic markets.
Maarten Mes, managing director of one2many, commented: “Cell Broadcast is quickly
proving itself as a vital value-add service for mobile operators and governments across the
globe. The wealth of applications it delivers, from public safety early warning systems and
location-based marketing, to micro-blogging and social media services are delivering new
revenue streams for our customers and partners, helping them to grow the bottom line in an
increasingly tough telecoms environment. We have seen particular interest from carriers in
Asia and North America, and these two new offices serve to underline our commitment to
these important markets and help us drive our own expansion as a business.”
Delivering immediate and widespread message broadcasting, Cell Broadcast services are
particularly sought after for time-sensitive location-based services. Governments across the
world are increasingly using Cell Broadcast for emergency alerts, whether they are related to
natural hazards or security threats. When such events occur, it is vitally important to instantly
reach all mobile users within a given area. For mobile operators meanwhile, Cell Broadcast
represents a unique opportunity to locally optimise the capacity utilisation rate and to launch
new revenue-generating services.
Maarten Mes continued: “One2many has recently closed large deals with multiple tier one
carriers in North America for Cell Broadcast Centres (CBC) and Commercial Mobile Service
Provider (CMSP) Gateways – for implementing CMAS, the United States’ emergency alerts
service. This will help in the effective response to large scale disasters such as earthquakes,
floods, tsunami and fires. In Asia, meanwhile, a variety of governments are similarly
investigating the use of Cell Broadcast for public warning systems while we have also seen

much interest from operators looking to optimise their networks by sweating existing
infrastructure by offering dynamic discount services to their customers – features that can be
enabled elegantly with Cell Broadcast. Our new offices will allow us to provide the requisite
in-region support.”
#ends#

About one2many
one2many established in 2007 to drive the revival of cell broadcast, is a management buyout of
Acision’s (formerly LogicaCMG Telecom Products) cell broadcast product unit, building on over a 15
years of experience in Cell Broadcast. With the spin-off one2many instantly became the world’s
market leader in cell broadcast with experience in excess of 80 installations, at 50 customers in more
than 30 countries on all continents
one2many has close relationships with all network infrastructure companies, major SIM vendors,
leading handset manufacturers and industry standard organisations, and has a unique combination of
both theoretical background and practical field trial experience in CB public warning and Dynamic
Discount. This has resulted in the most mature cell broadcast product in the market with its initial
release development starting in 1996, and today has the most extensive BSC, RNC, MSC and GAN
driver library in the market.
one2many has its headquarters in The Netherlands, Europe. Employees of one2many are currently
based in offices in the Netherlands, Dubai UAE, Serbia, Kuala Lumpur and Toronto
one2many is an active member of standardisation committees such as ETSI, ATIS, 3GPP, TIA,
EMTEL. EENA, the Cell Broadcast Forum and CHORIST (EU funded study project).
For more information visit www.one2many.eu
About Cell Broadcast
Cell broadcast (CB) offers a non-intrusive, real-time service of distributing text messages and binary
content to mobile handsets, specific to their current location. CB is capable of broadcasting one single
message to reach all mobile handsets in an area as small as one radio cell and as big as an entire
country. Sending a message to millions of handsets takes a matter of seconds. This is particularly
important for emergency alert services and other time sensitive services, like dynamic discount and
sports goal alerts.

